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ABSTRACT

motionSCULPT is an application for digital sculpting using the Leap Motion as an 
input device. It allows a natural experience to create and sculpt objects in 3-dimen-
sional digital space in contrast to standard input hardware by using at least six de-
grees of freedom by the human hand. It offers an input-/interaction possibility which 
is inexpensive, yet easy to learn and handle and offers a different way of interaction 
in 3D sculpting. motionSCULPT works as an interface for already existing 3D pro-
grams like Blender. It is a viable alternative to all other already existing input devices 
like a 3D mouse, mouse keyboard combination, graphic tablet, etc.

RELATED WORK

Turn: A Virtual Pottery by Real Spinning Wheel by Cho, Heo, Bang
In this research paper from 2012 the authors deal with the question, if real-world 
sculpting is transferable to virtual space. They came up with the idea of digital pot-
tery using a real spinning wheel. [1]

Virtual Pottery: An Interactive Audio-Visual Installation by Han, Han
This interactive Audio-Visual Installation works with the OptiTrack motion capture 
system. By wearing a glove which is tracked by the system, the users can create 
their own sound pieces and manipulate digital pottery in real time with their hands. 
[2]

Sculpting by Leap Motion
Leap Motion’s “Sculpting” (formerly known as “Freeform”) is its own application for 
3D sculpting. It offers a lot of interaction possibilities and therefore is a little bit con-
fusing. It’s also a standalone software and can only be used separately from other 
3D programs. [3]

[1]   http://dl.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=2343481

[2]  http://www.nime.org/proceedings/2012/nime2012_216.pdf

[3]  https://apps.leapmotion.com/apps/sculpting/osx
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The work on motionSCULPT is based on three main research questions we set up 
in advance.

•	 Is it possible to successfully sculpt digital objects using gesture based interac-
tion only?

•	 Which are the basic tools that the application has to provide to the user?
•	 Which gestures are possible and needed to interact?

MOTIVATION

motionSCULPT is an approach to offer a real natural possibility to sculpt in 3-dimen-
sional digital space as the user also would do in reality.

Other projects, e.g. “Sculpting” by Leap Motion are standalone software and can’t be 
incorporated into common 3D software. motionSCULPT in difference intend to offer 
a more work-focused than a playful approach. We don’t want to create a new 3D 
software but more like an interface for already existing programs like Blender, Maya, 
ZBrush or Cinema4D.

In a greater picture, this project is supposed to be a proof of concept for developing 
a general purpose middleware to provide gesture input for any kind of graphical 
editing.

CONCEPT

We integrated several gestures in motionSCULPT to give the user the possibility to 
sculpt without using other input devices like the mouse or a keyboard.

Apart from more specific gestures tailored towards blender, there is a basic gesture 
to move the mouse. Moving the hand left and right will move the mouse cursor left 
and right. Moving the hand up and down will move the mouse cursor up and down. 

Moving the hand forward or backward beyond a threshold of a few cm will trigger 
the mouse wheel. In blender this will zoom forward and backward.

In order to actually sculpt, the user will employ both the index finger and the middle 
finger of his dominant hand while in sculpting mode in blender. This will add mate-
rial to the object. Alternatively, in Subtract-Mode he will be subtracting material from 
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the object. 

To control the camera, the user has to bring his non dominant hand into the view of 
the Leap Motion. Now he can move the camera around the object using his domi-
nant hand. While moving left, right, up and down, the camera moves analog to the 
users hand. 

In case the user wants to revoke his last change(s), he can use the undo gesture: 
By tilting his flat hand sideways so his thumb points upward he will undo the most 
recent change.

Finally the user can also choose to adapt the brush size. To achieve this he spreads 
index and middle finger of his dominant hand to activate the resize function, then 
moves his hand to enlarge or scale down the brush size and finally closes index and 
middle finger back again to confirm the change.

If at any time the user wants to quit his actions, he simply clenches his fist. 

IMPLEMENTATION

Obviously, the project needs a Leap Motion controller on the one end and blender 
on the other. The Leap Motion tracks the hands of the user via three infrared light 
LEDs and two built-in cameras. Next, the computer will processes the signal via 
the according driver for the operating system, which results in 3D position data for 
each hand and finger. The processed data is then provided for middleware applica-
tions via the Leap Motion SDK, which is available for a large variety of programming 
languages. 

As motionSculpt is a middleware for blender on Windows, we chose the C# vari-
ant of the SDK, v2.3[4]. In order to provide the data as mouse and keyboard signals 
for Windows, the project incorporates the Windows Input Simulator from codeplex.
org [5]. Finally, the implementation of the software is more or less based on the Mo-
tionGestureRecognizers software by the Center for Advanced Public Safety of the 
University of Alabama[6].

[4]   https://developer.leapmotion.com/documentation/v2/csharp/index.html

[5]  https://inputsimulator.codeplex.com/ 

[6]  https://github.com/uacaps/MotionGestureRecognizers-CSharp  
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Although initially based on the latter project, it was rewritten and enhanced to a 
great amount. Mentioning all changes would go beyond the scope of this report, but 
here is a brief list:

•	 The algorithm for processing the current position and velocity vectors was sim-
plified. Instead of calculating the vector manually by the average of all visible fin-
gers, we now use the palm position which is already being provided by the SDK.

•	 Measures to stabilize the signal were introduced:
	∘ introduce a signal rate in order to save on cpu power: 100fps seemed by far 

sufficient.
	∘ scale the signal in order to move the mouse with small hand movements
	∘ signal threshold in order to avoid jitter

•	 The conditions for a listener to be reset was enhanced, so quitting gestures is 
now possible

•	 Originally there was only one condition to be met, the NumberOfFingersPerHan-
dRequired, which is equal to the exact amount of fingers visible to the controller. 
The software now has six different conditions: NumberOfFingersPerHandRe-
quired, NumberOfFingersFrontmostHandRequired, NumberOfFingersBackmos-
tHandRequired, MinNumberOfFingersPerHandRequired, MinNumberOfFingers-
FrontmostHandRequired, MinNumberOfFingersBackmostHandRequired.

•	 In order to recognize “button-press”-gestures a delayed detection of the gesture 
was introduced. (e.g. triggers for z-axis, undo-gesture and change-brushsize-
gesture)

•	 On the other hand, gestures like tap, pinch swipe and rotation were not needed 
and therefore dismissed.

EVALUATION

For evaluating motionSCULPT and examine our research questions, we developed 
a user test employing the prototype we built. We want to test if users are able to 
control a general 3D software with our approach. 

Test sequence
In the first step of the test the users got asked several questions to get an idea 
about their background, their general experience with 3D programs and sculpting 
the common way. 

After that we gave them a short amount of time to try Blender as 3D software and  
for them to get a little bit more familiar with the program. After this short training, 
they got three tasks where they had to sculpt on three given objects, first by using 
the normal input device mouse and after that motionSCULPT. On each test and 
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device we measured the time the users required to solve the given task.

After the practical test the users got asked additional questions specifically about 
the software, the handling and their opinion about it. All questions are attached at 
the end of this report.

Test results
We tested the prototype with 3 male persons, average age 27 years. Two of them 
already worked with 3D programs (design background) one didn’t (informatics back-
ground). All of them reported that their sculptor skills are below average.

All in all the users needs half the time when sculpting with the mouse in comparison 
to the Leap Motion/motionSCULPT. Thats because all of the users are used to work 
with the mouse in all other areas they are working with a computer. The Leap Motion 
was a new device to all of them.
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In fact some quotes from the users show thats not necessarily impossible to use 
this input device for 3D sculpting:

”It was more fun with Leap Motion because it‘s something different.“

”If you have enough experience with it, it may work quite well.“

Another one still prefers the mouse, the Leap Motion was to imprecise for him:

”It‘s exhausting because you have to aim exactly.“   

CONCLUSION

To conclude we have a look at our three research questions again.

Is it possible to successfully sculpt digital objects using gesture based interaction 
only? Yes it is possible. In fact the technique needs some practice to work success-
fully with it but then it’s possible even to manipulate vertice rather precise. Never-
theless it takes more time then with e.g. a mouse yet. 

Which are the basic tools that the application has to provide to the user? The tools 
we provided are sufficient for the beginning which the user test confirms. It needs 
a function to move the cursor, the camera, the user should be able to zoom and of 
course add/subtract material to/from the object. An undo function is also advanta-
geous.

Which gestures are possible and needed to interact?
The used gestures are ok but some may be improvable. 

FOLLOW-UP RESEARCH

For follow-up research the software needs more user tests. With the results from 
these test we then can evaluate more complex gestures to offer more functions the 
the user and of course to make the software more valuable it needs an adaption for 
other 3D software as well.
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APPENDIX

Questions user test


